
Topic, Concepts, 

& Content
Skills Required

Suggested 

Learning 

Activities

How do you solve systems of linear 

equations graphically and 

algebraiclly?

CC.2.2.HS.D.9 Solve systems of linear 

equations, graphically.  

Solve system of 

equations algebraically.

Graph and solve 

linear equations.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.1

How do you solve a system of 

inequalities by graphing?  How does 

one find the coordinates of the 

vertices of a region formed by the 

graph of a system of inequalities?

CC.2.2.HS.D.9 Solve systems of 

inequalities by 

graphing.  Determine 

the coordinates of the 

vertices of a region 

formed by the graph of 

a system of inequalies.

Solve systems of 

linear equations using 

tabbles and graphs.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.2

What are maximums and minimum 

vales and how are they found over a 

region?

CC.2.2.HS.D.9             

CC.2.2.HS.C.1          

CC.2.2.HS.C.5

Find the maximum and 

minimum values of a 

function over a region.  

Solve real-world 

optinization problems 

using linear 

programming.

Solve systems of 

linear inequalities by 

graphing.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.3

What data can be analyzed in a matrix 

and what algebraic operations can be 

performed?

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 Analyze data in 

matrices.  Perform 

algebraic operations 

with matrices.

Organize data into 

matrices.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.5
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Number of Days

Subject: Algebra II B Grade Level: 10th - 12th

Book 

lesson(What do students 

need to know/ 

understand?)

(What do students 

need to be able to 

do?)

(OER 

Resources)

Essential Question Standards 

Quarter: 1 , 3 

Unit Topic/Title: Chapter 3 "Systems of Equations and Inequalities"

Unit Goals (Big Picture):  By what methods can one solve systems of equations and what are matrices and how do 

they work?



What are the properties of matrix 

multiplication and how are they used?

CC.2.2.HS.D.2 Multiply matrices.  Use 

the properties of matrix 

multiplication.

Multply matrices by a 

scalar

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.6

What are determinants and how can 

Cramer's Rule be used to solve 

systems of linear equations?

CC.2.2.HS.D.2                 

CC.2.2.HS.D.8

Evaluate determinatns.  

Solve systmes of linear 

equations by using 

Cramer's Rule.

Solve systems of 

equations 

algebraically.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.7

How does one find an inverse of a 

matrix?  What methods are used to 

write and solve matrix equations for a 

system of equations?

CC.2.2.HS.D.2                 

CC.2.2.HS.D.8

Find the inverse of a 2 x 

2 matrix.  Write and 

solve matrix equations 

for a system of 

equations.

Solve systems of 

linear equations 

algebraically.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 3 

Resource book

Lesson 3.8

Topic, Concepts, 

& Content
Skills Required

Suggested 

Learning 

Activities

Where does one find the maximum 

and minimum values of a quadratic 

function after graphing it?

CC.2.2.HS.D.5            

CC.2.2.HS.C.5

Graph quadratic 

functions.  Find and 

interpret the maximim 

and minimum values of 

quadratic functions.

Identify and 

manipulate graphs of 

functions.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.1

Subject: Algebra II B Grade Level: 10 - 12 Quarter:  2, 4

Unit Topic/Title: Chapter 4 "Quadratic Functions and Relations"

Unit Goals (Big Picture):  Understanding quadratic functions, equations, and inequalities and how solve and graph 

them.

Number of Days Essential Question Standards 
Book 

section(What do students 

need to know/ 

understand?)

(What do students 

need to be able to 

do?)

(OER 

Resources)



How does one solve and estimate 

solutions of a quadratic equation by 

graphing?

CC.2.2.HS.C.5 Solve quadratic 

equations by graphing.  

Estimate solutions of 

quadratic equations by 

graphing.

Solve systems of 

equations by 

graphing.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.2

What is standard form for a quadratic 

equations and how would they be 

factored?

CC.2.2.HS.D.4        

CC.2.2.HS.D.5

Write quadratic 

equations in intercept 

form.  Solve quadratic 

equations by factoring.

Find the greatest 

common factors of 

sets of numbers.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.3

What is an imaginary number and how 

does one perform operations with 

complex numbers?

CC.2.1.HS.F.6 Perform operations with 

pure imaginary 

numbers.  Perform 

operations with 

Simplify square roots. Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.4

What is the process to complete the 

square?

CC.2.1.HS.F.7 Solve quadratic 

equationsby using the 

Square Root Property.  

Solve quadratic 

equations by 

completing the square.

Factor perfect square 

trinomials.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.5

How does one use the Quadratic 

Formula?  What is a discriminant and 

how does it help us know about the 

roots?

CC.2.1.HS.F.7       

CC.2.3.HS.A.1

solve qudratic equations 

by using the Quadratic 

Formula.  Use the 

discriminant to 

determine the number 

and type of roots of a 

quadratic equation.

Solve equations by 

completing the 

square.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.6

In what ways does transformations 

influence a quadratic function?

CC.2.2.HS.C.4       

CC.2.3.HS.A.1

Write a quadratic 

function in the form 

y=a(x-h)^2+k.  

Trandform graphs of 

quadratic functions of 

the form y=a(x-h)^2+k.

Transform graphs of 

functions.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.7

How would one solve a quadratic 

inequality in one variable and graph in 

two variables?

CC.2.2.HS.D.7                 

CC.2.2.HS.D.10

Graph quadratic 

inequalities in two 

variables.  Solve 

quadratic inequalities in 

one variable.

Solve linear 

inequalities.

Glencoe:                     

Textbook, Unit 4 

Resource book

Lesson 4.8


